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Implementing  
the UNECE Water Convention  

in various contexts 
 

Significant diversity within UNECE region: 
 

 Water challenges 
Growing problem of water scarcity 
Extreme events 

 
Political landscape 
 
Economic and social conditions 
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Presentation Notes
Not only EU, include all ex-Soviet Union countriesNot a water-problem free continentNot a peaceful continentNot a homogeneous continentWater related challengesA growing problem of water scarcity 46% of the region’s population live in places which are water-stressed.The number of climate-related extreme events in Europe increased by 65% between 1998 and 2007, with overall economic losses doubling to almost €14 billion from the previous decadeAbout 40 million people have required help with their health and basic survival needs, such as safe shelter, medical assistance, safe water supply and sanitation, in the past 20 years. This is a growth of about 400% compared to the 8 million people affected in the previous two decade Diversity of political and historical contextSome difficult cases (frozen conflicts, post-war, no diplomatic relations, etc.)Three major conflicts: the former Yugoslavia: Between 1991 and 2000, more than 140,000 people were killed, and almost four million others were displaced.Georgia-South Ossetia conflict, August 2008: more than 1300 reported deadNagorno-Karabakh War between Armenia and Azerbaijan, 1988-1994: About 610,000 people displaced. More than 35,000 people were killed in the war,Diversity socio-economic context:GDP Kirghizstan lower than Lesotho, Senegal and Cote D’Ivoire, Uzbekistan lower than Ghana, Moldova lower than Morocco and Egypt, Albania, Armenia have a lower GDP per capity of Algeria and Angola. The GDP per capita of the richest, Luxembourg, is 115 times higher than the one of the poorest



Contribution to water cooperation 
20 years of experience supporting transboundary water 

cooperation 
 

Intergovernmental platform facilitating : 
- Exchange of experience and assistance to 

implementation 
- Building trust and establishing cooperation in 

difficult cases  
- Continuity of efforts to ensure sustained 

progress and long-term results 
- Addressing emerging issues  
- Strong drive and ownership by Parties and 

close involvement of non-Parties 
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The Convention is working at both political and technical levels.The Convention has played a crucial role in the region in supporting the establishment and strengthening of cooperation. It came at a very timely moment as with the break up of the Soviet Union and the former Yugoslavia new borders cut thou the region and waters which were previously managed at the national level needed a framework for transboundary cooperation. The Convention offered that framework. Most of the existing agreements in Europe, negotiated since the break-up of the Soviet Union and of the former Yugoslavia, with the emergence of new transboundary waters, are modelled on the Convention (Danube, Sava, Bug, Kazakh-Russian, Lake Peipsi,  WFD). Some relatively recent transboundary water instruments  include a multilateral Sava River basin agreement and a number of bilateral treaties, such as  between Belarus and Ukraine and between Russia and Belarus. The reference to the UNECE Water Convention is contained in the European Union’s Water Framework Directive. Influenced the work of river commissions and prompted the establishment of several new ones. Examples include the commissions for the rivers Elbe, Danube, Meuse, Oder and Scheldt, and for lakes Geneva, Ohrid, and Peipsi. Promoted the IWRM approach 



How? 

Soft-law tools: Guidelines 
 
Projects on the ground: NPDs, 
capacity building... 
 
Advisory services: new agreements,  
establishing joint bodies 



Guidelines responding to new challenges 

• Guidance on Water and 
Adaptation to Climate Change 
 

• Recommendations on Payments 
for Ecosystem Services  
 

• Model provisions on 
transboundary groundwaters 
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emerging issues that involve conflict potential (dam failure, climate change)This collaborative framework is in particular important to respond to new challenges. In 2006 for instance countries recognized that a major future challenge for water management is to adapt to climate change and this is even more important to be able to do so in the transboundary context. In face of this big challenge Parties agreed to bring together their experience and lay down some basic common rules to support adaptation in the transboundary context.From 2009, the Convention is supporting a programm of pilot projects in 8 transboundary basins in the pan-European region (Danude, Rhine, Meuse, Sava, Dniester, Neman, Chu and Talas and Dauria) supporting riparian countries to jointly develop vulnerablitiy assessment and strategies to adapt to climate change and to share the experience gained in teh process. A similar process happened in relation to the emerging need to learn to manage water and ecosystems in an integrated manner tapping the precious services that ecosystems can offer for water management (water purification, flow control and flood mitigation, etc). The Recommendations provide a step by step guidance from identifying such services, valuing them and putting in place systems to compensate for them. They were adopted by the Meeting of the Parties in 2006 and are being implemented in a number of pilot projects.Finally, in the field of groundwater the Meeting of the Parties in 2012 adopted Model provisions on transboundary groundwaters



Practical support to cooperation 
Tajik-Afghan project 

Establishing cooperation on hydrology 
and environment in upper Amudarya 

 
First steps in the cooperation in flood 

management and emergency situations 
 (agreeing on compatible hydrological 

monitoring equipment, methods and 
models) 
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The Convention works with Parties and non-Parties, already beyond the region.For example, it facilitates cooperation on hydrology and environment in the Panj between Tajikistan and Afghanistan, addressing such challenges as lack of cooperation and inability to deal with transboundary issues that have security implications for the whole region.This activity allows countries to make first steps in the cooperation in flood management and emergency situations, agreeing on compatible hydrological monitoring equipment, methods and models.bilateral working groupexchange of hydrological datavisits to hydrological monitoring stationscooperation with border guardsThis activity also aims to bring Afghanistan closer to the cooperation of CA States on the Aral Sea basin.



 
Support to development of new 

agreements 
 

Intergovernmental bilateral Dniester Basin Treaty - 
Republic of Moldova and Ukraine  
(Rome, 29 November 2012) 
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In conclusion I would like to give you the following example.Just a month ago, at the after a decade of negotiations…, facilitated by…., the Rep.of Mold and Ukr.It is a 40-pages Treaty, with 31 articles and 5 annexes.This Treaty is a unique, modern age agreement which takes the best from the two Conventions. Both countries had been Parties to UNECE Water Convention for many years, but they have gone much further when developing the new Treaty:They have formulated the principles of cooperation on the basis of 2 ConventionsThey have addressed additional issues, not covered by the UNECE Convention but covered by the NY ConventionThey have gone further then the two Convention in some aspects like protection of biological resources – developing the provisions and principles of the two Conventions to their specific basin.This example shows how both Conventions served in a complementary way to enhance the cooperation.



Institutional framework 

Secretariat 

Implementation 
Committee 

Bureau 
Task Force on Water and 
Climate  
Task Force on Water-
Food-Ecosystems-Energy 
Nexus 

Working Group on Integrated  
Water Resources Management 

Working Group on 
Monitoring and 
Assessment  
Legal Board 

A permanent institutional platform  
ensures sustained progress and long-term results  

Meeting of the Parties 
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The Convention has a comprehensive institutional structure which makes it possible to ensure the continuity of efforts that ensured sustained progress and long-term results.The institutional mechanism of the Water Convention is led by the Meeting of the Parties. The Meeting of the Parties is the highest political level where all important issues are decided. The Meeting of the Parties holds its regular sessions every three years and adopts the programme of work for the next three-year period. In between the sessions of the Meeting of the Parties, the decision making is vested with the Bureau – an elected body comprising 11 Parties to the Convention from the various geographic regions under the Convention. When becoming a Party, a country can participate in the Water Convention’s institutional structure and decision-making, so fostering the implementation of the Convention and its further development. Implementation Committee: Dispute prevention, not dispute settlementPractical case-oriented assistance9 members in personal capacity, outstanding lawyers and water professionalsProcedures (advisory procedure, Committee initiative and others)Measures (national plan of implementation, transboundary water agreement, capacity building, facilitating technical assistance), may recommend stronger measures to Meeting of the Parties



Upcoming meetings under the 
UNECE Water Convention 

• Workshop on Transboundary Flood Risk 
Management (19-20 March 2015, Geneva) 

•  Tenth meeting of the Working Group on 
Integrated Water Resources Management (24 - 
25 June 2015, Geneva) 

•  Seventh session of the Meeting of the Parties to 
the Water Convention (17 - 20 November 2015, 
Budapest, Hungary) 

More at: www.unece.org/env/water/meetings.html 



UNECE Water Convention  
Work programme 2013-2015 

 
Area 1: Support to implementation 
Area 2: EU Water Initiative National Policy Dialogues  
Area 3: Assessing the benefits of transboundary 

cooperation  
Area 4: Adapting to climate change in transboundary 

basins  
Area 5: Water- food-energy-ecosystems nexus  
Area 6: Opening of the Convention  
Area 7: Promotion of the Convention and establishment 

of strategic partnerships  
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The Convention works through implementation of work programmes. Not the secretariat, but Parties, non-Parties, patners who implementOn this slide you can see the areas of the current work programme, and each of this areas has various activities inside including guidelines, workshops, studies, pilot activities, etc.The work is complexWith activities at different levels (multilateral, transboundary/basin, national)Areas support each others, both technical and political, with long term continuity and at the same time innovationAll areas but one (NPDs) – are already global



Assessing the benefits of transboundary 
water cooperation 

On economic activities Beyond economic activities 

From 
improved  
water 
management 

Economic benefits 
• Level of activity and 
productivity in economic 
sectors  
• Economic impacts of water-
related hazards 

Social and environmental 
• Health 
• Employment and poverty 
• Access to services 
• Cultural value, recreation 
• Biodiversity 

From 
enhanced 
trust  

Regional integration 
• Goods, services, labour 
• Cross-border investments 
• Infrastructure networks 

Geopolitical benefits 
• Peace and security 
•  Avoided cost of military 
conflict, military spending 

To support Governments to estimate the broad range of potential 
benefits of TWC to encourage the broadening of cooperation 
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Methodology: Policy Guidance Note on identifying, assessing and communicating the benefits of transboundary water cooperationActivities: Expert scoping workshop (June 2013)Workshop to gather & share experiences (22-23 May 2014): 42 case studies receivedExpert Workshop “Beyond water: identifying, assessing and communicating the regional integration and geopolitical benefits of transboundary water cooperation” to finalize the policy guidance note and discuss next steps (Jan. 2015…Submission for adoption by MoP (November 2015)



Water-food-energy-ecosystems nexus 

• Assessment to identify existing trade-offs, 
mapping of stakeholders 

•  Identification of synergies and opportunities 
for benefits from co-management, inter-
sectoral coordination &  transboundary 
cooperation through a participatory  inter-
sectoral process and supporting analysis 

• The methodology piloted on the 
Alazani/Ganyh (GE, AZ); basin assessments 
Jan 2014-April 2015; report 2015 

• To be applied to NWSAS 
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Energy, land management and water resources planning commonly take place in isolation, without adequate consideration of what the planned developments require or assume about other sectors, and of what implications – positive or negative – they have. Shortcomings in inter-sectoral coordination are a major challenge both on the national and transboundary levelsThe nexus term in the context of water, food (agriculture) and energy refers to these sectors being inextricably linked so that actions in one area commonly have impacts on the others, as well as on the ecosystems.



The Second Assessment  

 
•  Covers  more than 140 rivers, 25 
lakes, about 200 groundwaters and 25 
Ramsar Sites and other wetlands of 
transboundary importance 

• Involved more that  250 experts 
from 50 countries 

• Illustrates pressure factors, quantity 
and quality status, transboundary 
impacts, responses and future trends 

Assessing results 

Presenter
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The Convention also monitors its own work and the impact of activities. The first assessment of transboundary waters that was published in 2007 started a series of periodic assessment to monitor the advancement in the region, identify hot spots and guide the work of the Convention as well as that of other actors The second assessment was published in 2011Focus on national and transboundary legal and institutional frameworks, climate change aspects and subregional specificities250 experts from 50 countries (Parties and non-Parties, also outside UNECE) contributed



Opening the Water Convention  
to all UN member states 

• Aims:  
- Apply principles and provisions worldwide 
- Share experiences of Water Convention 

community of Parties 
- Learn from other regions of the world 

 
 

• More than 50 non-UNECE countries already 
participated in Convention’s activities  
 
 

• Many countries expressed interest in 
acceding to the Convention: Jordan, Iraq. 
Lebanon & Tunisia 

Presenter
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Negotiated in 1990-1992 through an intergovernmental process under the auspices of UNECE, largely relying on ILC Draft Articles processNegotiated originally as regional instrumentEntry into force of the amendments in 2013Regular participation of Algeria, Jordan, Tunisia, MoroccoLebanon (less regular)How does the Water Convention work and how could it promote transboundary water cooperation in other regions?



Thank you! 

More information 
http://unece.org/env/water 

water.convention@unece.org 

mailto:water.convention@unece.org
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